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Rock Hall is a substantial stone former manor house and 15th-century pele tower. Hostelling News of spring 1977
ran an article dating some parts back to the 14th century, one of the outhouses to part of a Norman chapel, and
other portions of the House to Stuart times. The name Rock goes back to William de Rok in 1219.

The official postcard of Rock Hall youth hostel produced about the time of opening. It shows the Salkeld Arms (YHA Archive)

About 1978 YHA produced an historical account of the Hall for its schools and visitors, summarised as follows:
Outside the back door of Rock Hall is a blocked-up doorway that may be part of the chapel in which in 1359
Robert de Tuggal obtained permission to hold divine service. On his death in 1386 the estate passed by marriage
to the Swinhoes and thence by marriages to two Lawson families. The 3’ 7” to 4’ 10” thick walls of the entrance
date back to Elizabeth I as does part of the warden’s office. In those days the main entrance was the doorway by
the mural painting.
The Salkelds bought the estate in 1620 and after the Restoration built on a large house that included the present
Quiet Room, the Self Cookers’ Dining Room and the ruins beyond. Their main entrance was the blocked-up
doorway on the front of the Hall above which is now a sundial with their coat of arms. Some of the fine trees
about the grounds were planted by the Salkelds. On the death of Col Salkeld in 1705, Thomas Proctor, who had
inherited the estate by marriage, continued to live in the Hall. He further improved the grounds and cultivation
of the estate. Proctor’s unsuccessful attempt to open lead mines on the estate and the luxury of nine children
compelled him to insert an advertisement in the Newcastle Courant on 22nd January, 1732, offering for sale
Rock estate which ‘is well watered and well planted and with coal and lime in every part of it’.
The Jerseys purchased but never lived in the Hall and on May 15th, 1752, ‘a fire broke out in Rock Hall, at that
time tenanted by farmers, by which it was entirely consumed and some of the families escaped with their lives so
narrowly, that they saved nothing but the shirts upon their backs’. Many of the walls were, however, still sound.
In 1794 Peter Holford purchased the estate and in 1804 it passed to his son-in-law, Charles Bosanquet, who
largely re-built the Hall. (YHA cyclists would enter through that part of the 17th-century walls which was not
re-roofed in the restoration begun in 1819). The funeral hatchment for his wife, Charlotte, hangs above the main
stairs, Later, two hexagonal wings were added on the south side, John Dobson being the architect.
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In 1907 the Bosanquets left Rock Hall to live a mile away at Rock Moor, leasing the building to various individuals.
The website of the Church of St Philip and St James, Rock describes developments at the Hall after that:
On the outbreak of war in 1939 it was requisitioned by the War Department, which built huts in the grounds to
house successive units during their period of training for service overseas. Towards the end of the war it became a
camp to house 250 German prisoners allocated to the district for agricultural work. Fireplaces bearing the
Bosanquet arms were damaged during the military occupation of 1940-45.

Early photographs of the east, south and west elevations of Rock Hall youth hostel (YHA Archive)
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The House was offered to YHA by CIC Bosanquet Esq, High Sheriff of Northumberland. It was held initially on a
30-year tenancy on a peppercorn lease from 25th December 1948 of £1pa plus water rates from the Bosanquet
family and vested in the YHA Trust. The Ministry of Education offered grant-aid to get the hostel up and running.
Work parties were mobilised immediately. The Tyneside Hosteller Magazine of March 1949 advertised for weekend
volunteers, but could say that voluntary work was proceeding excellently and that the Easter party did particularly
fine work. Professional work (it seems by YHA’s own skilled members rather than contractors at this stage) included
complete rewiring and the resuscitation of the plumbing, though very much remained to be done. An
announcement on partial opening, probably for self-catering only, was to be made shortly. In fact members had to
wait until 1961 for a full meals service to be provided, remarkable for an 80-bed hostel. The co-ordinator of the
work parties was Alan MacFarlane, later one of the region’s most respected wardens at Once Brewed and elsewhere.
Meanwhile, Rock Hall’s warden was appointed. Tyneside Hosteller announced in May 1949:
Peter Hawkey and Joyce Shanks were married on April 30. After a honeymoon on the Broads, Mr and Mrs
Hawkey took up residence at Rock, where Mr Hawkey is warden.

As so often happened in YHA’s rush to set up new hostels in the early post-war period, Rock Hall opened on 21st
May 1949 with limited facilities while the contractors were awaited there. The early experience for hostellers must
have been one of chaotic adventure and discovery, probably accompanied by a degree of dragooning into some task
or other. By September, the Tyneside Hosteller could announce that the hostel was running successfully at half
capacity, and that the contractors had begun work on the principal repairs and alterations; full operation was likely
to follow by summer 1950, though it was to be some time before meals could be provided.
Rock Hall was officially opened as an 80-bed hostel finally on Whit Saturday, 27th May 1950, by Lord and Lady
Beveridge, who had connections with the Hall. It was a period when YHA had exceptional representation within
the country’s corridors of power; MP Arthur Blenkinsopp, so long a powerful influence on the region’s hostels,
commented on how many YHA members there were now in the House of Commons. Lord Beveridge said that he
had often given lifts to hostellers going to Fenwick hostel nearby. YHA extended an open invitation to the occasion.
Pitch Wilson, a tireless volunteer in the region for many years, recalled in 2005:
Rock Hall – I was in the working party getting the hostel ready for its opening when a large car arrived. It was
Lady Beveridge, who arrived to wish us luck.
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Rock Hall personalities from the time of the official opening.
1: (L to R) Peter Hawkey, long-standing warden, Arthur Dower, national YHA treasurer and Alan Gardner, regional chairman;
2: Lord and Lady Beveridge at Rock Hall on the official opening day, 27th May 1950. William Beveridge was the chairman of
the so-called Beveridge Report of 1942 that led to the formation of British welfare state after World War II (YHA Archive)

It was a happy coincidence that the year of the official opening of the hostel corresponded neatly with celebrations
to mark YHA’s own 21st birthday, though the accuracy of the year 1950 is a matter for debate. These were held at
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many locations around the country, and many of the 19 YHA regions organised events. Northumberland and
Tyneside laid on at the Hall a BBC radio concert of light entertainment on 26th August, almost wrecked by poor
weather, loss of electric supply and a hasty move indoors. The September Tyneside Hosteller described the scene:
Wave after wave of audience pressed into the room. Body climbed over body till no niche was unoccupied. Dick
Kelly of the BBC brought us under control in a crashing rendering of ‘Twenty-one Today’… [later] the curtains
slid back for the first scene of ‘Me Father’s Pit Buits’… The YHA does not exist to organise fun and games, but
we’ll never be twenty-one again. Only our YHA celebration was selected for broadcasting. Can anyone now
doubt there is a case for regional broadcasting?
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YHA’s 21st birthday celebrations at Rock Hall. 1: Malcolm Beck, Jim Bathgate and Bill Hailes entertain to a packed room;
2: Philip Foreman and Basil Clough with their Northumberland small pipes (YHA Archive)

Throughout the 1950s, until its demise in 1959, the excellent Tyneside Hosteller magazine – a well-presented
letterpress production – kept abreast of developments ranging from the magnificent to the mundane at Rock Hall.
The January 1951 issue paid tribute to a gift of £300 by Mr Charles Bosanquet for certain repairs at the hostel. The
March edition described a reunion by The Gang, who once sprinkled their working-party magic over Once Brewed
and Ninebanks hostels and of whom Peter Hawkey was a former member. In 1951 Joan Cobbing’s marriage was
celebrated with a reference to her fine wall-painting within the entrance to the hostel. Fire precautionary measures
were carried out by members in 1953, while a handsome chiming clock was donated to keep hostellers on their toes.
Later in 1953 the editor observed that Rock Hall was increasing in popularity and had exceeded the most optimistic
hopes. A regular programme of dances at favourite hostels was announced at the beginning of 1954: the second
weekend of each month at Rock Hall, the third at Dirt Pot and the fourth at Alnham.

Joan Cobbing’s fine YHA-period mural survives in the pele tower entrance at Rock Hall, where it was photographed
in October 2016 by kind permission of Mr and Mrs FC Bosanquet (author’s photograph)
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The September 1954 edition of Tyneside Hosteller paid tribute to the Bosanquet family history at the Hall, which
now celebrated 150 years. Charles Bosanquet had married Charlotte Holford in 1796 and in 1804 obtained Rock
from his brother-in-law, Robert Holford. Charles was a successful merchant who did much to develop Canada. He
rebuilt and expanded the Hall, helped restore Rock church, endowed the village school and divided the estate into
farms. The character of the village was thus established. CIC Bosanquet Esq was the great-great-grandson of Charles
and like him held the office of High Sheriff of Northumberland.

A crowd mostly of teens and twenties enjoying a break at Rock Hall in 1954. Clothing and equipment, including long skirts,
rolled-up shorts and heavy boots, were typical of the period. In the doorway there appears to be a younger boy;
the lower age limit for accompanied family members was reduced to five years in the early 1950s (YHA Archive)

These journals went on to describe major renovation work carried out professionally in 1955, while Joyce and Peter
Hawkey were busy providing contemporary colourful curtains and redecorated bedrooms. Perhaps in recognition of
the attention given to the region’s many small hostels, and also to alleviate some bad publicity around the region
concerning unruly behaviour, the November 1956 issue went out of its way to praise the wardens of its three largest
hostels, Once Brewed, Rock Hall and Wooler. They were ‘right on top of their jobs, even in dealing with the feckless
minority of awkward squad members who had drifted in from time to time’.
Mrs Hawkey joined the Cloughs from Wooler hostel in an official exchange of hostel wardens to Norway, Denmark
and Sweden in 1957. At this time YHA was still not averse to gifts of second-hand equipment; the magazine
thanked Mr Eaton of Newcastle for a three-piece suite. Against this, more up-to-date was the provision of new
mattresses, and some attention was being applied to YHA’s somewhat dowdy and dated national image in the 1950s
by including new covers, pillows and pillow cases.
The Tyneside Hosteller’s decade concluded with news of bright colours extending even into the main rooms at Rock,
and attention to the lawns with the purchase of a motor mower. There was a report of some deterioration to the
roof and to the lime mortar pointing the chimney stacks, all attended to by volunteer labour over many weekends in
1959.
In 1970, after 22 years’ distinguished service with the YHA, the Hawkeys resigned and Peter took up work with the
National Trust to manage the Farne Islands.
In 1974 much work was done to improve the warden’s kitchen and the dining room.
The 1978 leaflet referred to earlier continued with a description of the necessary adaptations at Rock Hall during
YHA’s tenancy:
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ROCK HALL – PAST AND PRESENT
Some alterations have been necessary to adapt the Hall for use as a Youth Hostel to accommodate 80 members, a
warden’s family and two assistants. Naturally, there was a considerable extension of toilet facilities and fire
precautions. Modern catering equipment was introduced. The lighting system was completely renewed – it was
in wooden conduits. The central heating system was completely revised. The old servants’ hall has been
converted into a Field Study room (this biological field station was completed in March 1964).
On the ground floor are the office, kitchens, dining rooms, common rooms, drying room and field study. The
dormitories and wash places are on the first and second floors. The wardens’ suite is on the first floor, the two
assistants’ rooms on the second, where the room between the girls’ and the boys’ dorms can be used for a family.
YHA have enjoyed 28 years to date in the Hall. We have had excellent wardens who have well cared for both
members and the building and contributed to village life. We are most grateful to the tremendous co-operation
from the village and particularly to Mr and Mrs Bosanquet and the trustees for giving us this opportunity. We’ve
still a lot to do!

More generally, the leaflet concluded:
The object of the YHA is ‘to help all, especially young people of limited means, to a greater knowledge, love and
care of the countryside, particularly by providing hostels or other simple accommodation for them in their
travels’.
Annually our membership is about 280,000 and almost two million overnights are spent in our hostels of which
about 500,000 are from abroad. Boys slightly outnumber girls (56 to 44) and 26% of overnights are by school
parties. At Rock Hall we average 10,000 overnights and serve over 11,000 main meals.
Fees are kept as low as possible. The annual membership fee from 5-16 is 85p, 16-21 £1.50, 21 up £2.50 and at
Rock the overnight fee is respectively 75p, 90p, £1.10. Meals cost 90p for supper, 70p for breakfast and 45p for a
lunch packet, (1978 charges).
The YHA is a voluntary organisation run by its own members and is registered as a Charity. The fees are kept so
low mainly through much of the work being done voluntarily by themselves. In this Border and Dales Region all
the administration is voluntary and members help the wardens both in maintenance and decoration.

A colour postcard of the south and east elevations of Rock Hall, photographed about 1960. The main hostel entrance was the
pale-coloured door in the pele tower. On the south side were two additional towers, built somewhat later; in YHA’s day the
nearer one housed a classroom, while to the rear was the self-catering kitchen and dining room. The ceiling of this room
includes heavy beams said to have been added by the army unit based here in World War II to strengthen the structure for
roof-top ack-ack guns. The pele tower entrance led into an open hallway with impressive sweeping staircase to the bedrooms, of
mixed sizes. At first, Peter and Joyce Hawkey’s quarters were on the first floor, but running the hostel and raising a young family
proved tricky and Joyce asked YHA to relocate them to the ground floor room to the right of the entrance, for greater
convenience. At the extreme right of the picture was an open yard next to a small chantry building. The yard was the portion of
the Hall left relatively undeveloped by Charles Bosanquet when he rebuilt the premises from the fire ruins (YHA Archive)
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Also in 1978, Hostelling News praised the enterprise of the warden Ken Roche and his family:
The grounds at Rock Hall are famed in agricultural history for initiating the growing of turnips for cattle in
1727. Now the hostel walled garden is again achieving fame. Wardens Mr and Mrs Ken Roche and their
daughter last year obtained 21 certificates, including 14 first prizes, in horticultural exhibitions.

The Roches had come to Rock Hall in 1973, after the Hawkeys’ long and distinguished reign from 1949-70 and four
years’ service as wardens from 1970 to 1973 from Eddie and June Cruddas, who then moved to a hostel in the Lake
District. Marion and Ken Roche stayed to 1985 and for a time saw record annual overnight figures of over 10,000;
for the first 37 seasons at the hostel only three married couples had been at the helm, a remarkable record.
Ben and Frances Fisher took over in 1986. Five years later, in 1991,
the owners revoked the tenancy and the hostel closed under their
stewardship.
The year after YHA left Mrs Lalage Bosanquet moved the nursery
school she was running locally to the Hall itself; the school,
subsequently much expanded, developed over more than twenty
years, but closed in July 2013. Rock Hall has subsequently reverted
to being a private home.
Right: long-serving YHA warden Joyce Hawkey and her daughter Sue, who
grew up at Rock Hall hostel, revisited their former home in October 2016,
thanks to an invitation from Jay Bosanquet (centre), the great-great-great
grandson of the first Bosanquet at the Hall (author’s photograph)

Overnights – inclusive periods each year as follows
1949-1991: previous Oct to Sept
1940

1941

1942

1943

1944

1945

1946

1947

1948

1949

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

1628

1950

1951

1952

1953

1954

1955

1956

1957

1958

1959

5259

5303

6235

6390

6380

5740

5255

4455

4825

5545

1960

1961

1962

1963

1964

1965

1966

1967

1968

1969

5739

5882

5642

5588

6731

7147

7147

7082

7066

7087

1970

1971

1972

1973

1974

1975

1976

1977

1978

1979

7743

7257

7897

8095

10295

11148

10964

9787

9863

8576

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

9317

6956

6401

8553

8052

6387

open

8002

9167

9094

1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

10121

open

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

The author’s 1964 hostel stamp – unusual in that it was supplied as gummed paper label – and one-inch pin-badge
.
© John Martin, 2020. YHA Profiles are intended to be adaptable in the light of new materials gained by YHA Archive.
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